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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unannounced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tr>
<th>Availability Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.0 Scope

This Version Description Document (VDD) contains a functional description of the M1/XROD system, all modules in this release identified by version number, a set of build instructions, installation procedures, identification of any known problems, release notes and any essential data relationships that are part of this 22 December 1992 release of the BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0.

1.1 Identification

This VDD defines the 22 December 1992 initial release of M1/XROD, release version BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0.

1.2 System Overview

Soldier in the loop simulators exist at the Aviation Test Bed (AVTB) located at Ft. Rucker, Alabama and the Close Combat Test Bed (CCTB) located at Ft. Knox, Kentucky. The simulators include Rotary Wing Aircraft (RWA, only at Ft. Rucker), M1 tanks, Bradley Fighting Vehicles, Fixed Wing Aircraft (FWA), a Management, Command and Control system (MCC), Non Line of Sight vehicle (NLOS, located at Ft. Knox only), and, finally, a Semi-Automated Forces system (SAFOR). The M1/XROD simulates an advanced tank-fired anti-armor Millimeter Wave (MMW) Radar guided Fire-and-Forget weapon system currently under development by the U.S. Army Armament Research, Development.

1.3 Document Overview

This document was prepared in accordance with DID DI-MCCR-80013A of DOD-STD-2167A and defines the 22 December 1992 release of the M1/XROD software, Version BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0. This release contains the initial software capture of the M1 6.6.1 (BDS-D M1 1.0.0) enhanced to include the XROD missile capabilities.
2.0 Referenced Documents

2.1 Government Documents


2.2 Non-Government Documents

ADST/WDL/TR--92-00640-YR1 Advanced Distributed Simulation Technology System Definition Document 28 October 1992
ADST/WDL/TR--92-003023 ADST Configuration Management Plan 30 November 1992
ADST/WDL/TR--92-003031 M1/XROD Coldstart Procedures 22 December 1992
3.0 Version Description

Version BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 of the M1 tank simulator is to be installed at Fort Knox, Kentucky.

3.1 Inventory of Materials Released

Listed below is the physical media and support documentation required to build, load and operate the M1/XROD system. The M1/XROD release version BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 consists of all the source code needed to build the system, executable and data files required to run the system and GTOS 4.7 operating system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>ID No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC 6150 Tape</td>
<td></td>
<td>BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 Initial 6.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T/O GTOS 4.7 Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document</td>
<td>ADST/WDL/TRA-92-003031</td>
<td>M1/XROD Coldstart Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document</td>
<td>ADST/WDL/TRA-92-003030</td>
<td>BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 VDD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Inventory of CSCI Contents

Appendix A provides a listing of all M1/XROD CSCI source files which were used to create release BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0. All source files reside on the Configuration Management and Control Sun Sparc workstation and are configuration controlled using the Revision Control System (RCS).

3.3 Changes installed

This release of the version BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 captures the M1 SIMNET 6.6.1 software product baseline along with the following SP/CRs which provide the XROD Missile capabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SP/CR #</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Different Subsystem IDs in GT-101 and GT-111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Reduce Driver's Viewing Range to 3500 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>FIRE PDU does not have Target Vehicle ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Remove Print statements that cause frame overruns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Keyboard AMMO RESTORE does not restore breech XRODs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>M1 Autoloader Timing is too fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>GT-101 and GT-111 Incompatability for m1_cig.c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Sabot munition damage does not degrade with range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Remove STATIC from veh)impact_me function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Adaptation Data

Adaptation data is contained in human editable files, which allow modification to the motion model and weapons system.

3.5 Coldstart Procedures

The separate M1/XROD Cold Start Procedures, document no. ADST/WDL/TRA-92-003031, provides detailed cold start instructions for the BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 release.
3.6 Build and Distribution Instructions

**GT based M1/XROD Build Procedure**

1) Log into the development system and create a directory named "gt".

2) Install the BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 tape into the tape drive.

3) Load the tape into the directory tree at the user_root level:
   "tar xvpf /dev/rst0".

4) Change to the gt directory:
   "cd $HOME/gt".

5) Protect the make.config file in the Common tree:
   pushd common/tools
   chmod 0444 make.config

6) Remove all RCS and RCSsymbolic links from the tree branches:
   foreach i ('find . -name RCS -print')
   rm $i
   end
   foreach i ('find . -name RCSsymbolic -print')
   rm $i
   end

7) Change TOPDIR and GT variables in make.config so they point to the correct locations:
   chmod +w make.config
   vi or emacs make.config
   (example: change TOPDIR = /release_6_6_1 to $(HOME)/XROD/gt)
   (example: change GT = gtos4.7 to $(HOME)/XROD/gt4.7)

8) Add write privilege to all .a,.o, and .sym files (and remove them for a full build):
   foreach i ('find . -name "*.a" -print')
   chmod +w $i
   rm $i
   end
   foreach i ('find . -name "*.o" -print')
   chmod +w $i
   rm $i
   end
   foreach i ('find . -name "*.sym" -print')
   chmod +w $i
   rm $i
   end

9) Bring all source files up to date in order to do a full build:
   foreach i ('find . -name "*.c" -print')
   touch $i
   end

10) Change to XROD common directory:
    "cd $HOME/XROD/gt/common".
11) Move header files from individual directories to common/include:
    make headers

12) Build libraries:
    make install

Now, perform the above for the Simnet tree. The procedure is similar, but contains some differences.

13) Change to the XROD simnet directory:
    "cd $HOME/XROD/gt/simnet".

14) Protect the make.config file in the simnet tree:
    chmod 0444 make.config

15) Remove all RCS and RCS symbolic links from the tree branches:
    foreach i ('find . -name RCS -print')
    rm $i
    end
    foreach i ('find . -name RCS -print')
    rm $i
    end

16) Change TOPDIR and GT variables in make.config so they point to the correct locations:
    chmod +w make.config
    vi or emacs make.config
    (example: change TOPDIR = /release_6_6_1 to $(HOME)/XROD/gt)
    (example: change GT = gtos4.7 to $(HOME)/XROD/gt4.7)

17) Add write privilege to all .a,.o,.c and .sym files:
    foreach i ('find . -name "*.a" -print')
    chmod +w $i
    rm $i
    end
    foreach i ('find . -name "*.o" -print')
    chmod +w $i
    rm $i
    end
    foreach i ('find . -name "*.sym" -print')
    chmod +w $i
    rm $i
    end

18) Bring all source files up to date in order to do a full build:
    foreach i ('find . -name "*.c" -print')
    touch $i
    end

19) Change to libsrc directory:
    "cd libsrc".
20) Move header files from individual directories to simnet/include and build libraries in simnet/libsrc tree:
   foreach i (*)
   cd $i
   pwd
   make headers
   cd ..
   end
   foreach i (*)
   cd $i
   pwd
   make install
   cd ..
   end

21) Move header files from individual directories to simnet/vehicle/include and build libraries in the simnet/vehicle/libsrc directory tree:
   cd ./vehicle/libsrc
   foreach i (*)
   cd $i
   pwd
   make headers
   cd ..
   end
   foreach i (*)
   cd $i
   pwd
   make install
   cd ..
   end

22) Build the executable "m1":
   cd ./m1/src
   make

3.7 Regression Test Results
No formal written regression test procedures are available for this release.

3.8 Release Notes

3.8.1 BDS-D M1/XROD Software Release Notes
The XROD version of the M1 simulator is an enhancement to the BDS-D M1 1.0.0 version, which is composed of both hardware and software modifications. The following define the functional changes that make up the BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 application software initial release.

Hardware:

- Requires 6 megabytes of active memory area in order to run the 7 km databases. If 3.5 km databases are used then only 4 megabytes of active memory are needed.
• Requires that an unused position on the gunner's ammo select switch be allocated to the XROD ammo type. Modified the Turret IDC personality board to sense the new switch position.
• Use the Hull Sabot Ammo Redistribute Switch position for the Semi-ready XROD Ammo Redistribute Switch. The Hull Heat Ammo Redistribute Switch position is not used.

Software:

• Enhanced autoloader function to use the required timing values.
• Enhanced application startup functions to start with or without XRODs loaded.
• Allows addition and subtraction of XROD ammo within the Ready and Semi-ready racks.
• Changed basic ammo load to the specified mix 40 rounds. Basic ammo load can be reinitialized from the simulator console keyboard.
• Changed damage tables to reduce damage of Sabot hits to ownship as a function of distance from firer.
• Increased viewing range for gunner and commander to 4300 meters. Decreased viewing range for loader to 100 meters.
• Enhanced ammo handling system to handle and track XROD rounds. The ammo Ready rack represent an XROD round by lighting both the Sabot and Heat lamps at that position.
• Enhanced network interface to allow XROD munitions to be passed by the network.
• Allows gunner to select XROD round on Ammo select switch.
• Created an XROD damage data file for ownship.
• Target acquisition for XROD round based on laser rangefinder value, cone of engagement dice roll.
• Smoke trail for XROD's rocket boost phase.
• Fill in correct target and range fields for XROD Fire PDUs.

3.8.2 GTOS4.7 Operating System Software Release Notes

Appendix B contains the GTOS4.7 Operating System software release notes prepared by BBN Systems and Technologies Corporation.

3.9 Interface Compatibility

The BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0 release remains compatible with the SIMNET interface.

3.10 Bibliography


3.11 Summary of Changes

Reference release notes in section 3.8.1.

3.12 Installation Instructions

GT-111 based M1/XROD Installation Procedure
1) Format the disk in which it is to be installed.

2) Install GT system software (Reference GTOS4.7 release notes.)

3) From root, tar XROD application delivery tape onto the prepared disk.

4) `mkdir /simnet/db & tar databases into this directory.`

5) Set boot string:

```
gt0> shutdown
147-Bug> ab <cr>
147-Bug> <cr>
147-Bug> <cr>

default string> ip0:A:GTOS4.7:/boot0.ml
> <cr>
> reset
> y
> <cr>
> y
```

6) Create `/simnet/data/assoc.def`

```
site3
host 74
```

7) modify `/simnet/vehicle/ml/data/textures.ml` to load subsystems 0 and 1.

8) Change `mlvconfig.d`, use `mlvconfig.111` as starter.

9) Change `ml_pars.??`:
   (Note: Where "??" is the actual filename)
   * subsystems 2
   * add extra database and texture line

10) Calibrate simulator.

3.13 Possible Problems and Known Errors

The following SP/CRs are currently open against the BDS-D M1/XROD 1.1.0. release.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SP/CR #</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unable to modify ballistic table structure on CIG HOST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.0 Notes

The following is a list of acronyms used in this document.

ADST: Advanced Distributed Simulation Technology
AVTB: Aviation Test Bed
BBN: Bolt, Beranek, & Newman
CCTB: Close Combat Test Bed
FWA: Fixed Wing Aircraft
MCC: Management, Command and Control system
NLOS: Non Line of Sight
RWA: Rotary Wing Aircraft
SAFOR: Semi-Automated Forces system
SP/CRs: Software Problem/Change Reports
VDD: Version Description Document
XROD: Experimental M1 Main Gun Munition

Appendix A Source Code Listings

RCS file: ./RCS/boot0.ml,v
Working file: boot0.ml
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
--------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:39:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./RCS/boot1.ml,v
Working file: boot1.ml
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
--------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:39:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./RCS/runcig,v
Working file: runcig
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
--------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:25:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/RCS/makefile,v
Working file: makefile
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
--------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/19 00:20:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/cig_if/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/cig_if/RCS/cigbuffer.h,v
Working file: cig_buffer.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/cig_if/RCS/if_cig2sim.h,v
Working file: if_cig2sim.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/cig_if/RCS/if_ctl_err.h,v
Working file: if ctl_err.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/cig_if/RCS/if_hdr_str.h,v
Working file: if_hdr_str.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/cig_if/RCS/if_init.h,v
Working file: if_init.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/cig_if/RCS/if_msg_ids.h,v
Working file: if_msg_ids.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./common/include/global/RCS/load.h,v
Working file: load.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/global/RCS/longpt.h,v
Working file: longpt.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/global/RCS/mass_stdc.h,v
Working file: mass_stdc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/global/RCS/minmax.h,v
Working file: minmax.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/global/RCS/powers.h,v
Working file: powers.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/global/RCS/s1000_const.h,v
Working file: s1000_const.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/global/RCS/sim_dfns.h,v
Working file: sim_dfns.h
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/bbdev.h,v
Working file: bbdev.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/bbdioctl.h,v
Working file: bbdioctl.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/clparse.h,v
Working file: clparse.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/dr.h,v
Working file: dr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/drdev.h,v
Working file: drdev.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/drioctl.h,v
Working file: drioctl.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/dtad.h,v
Working file: dtad.h
head: 1.1
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libex.h,v
Working file: libex.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libfilter.h,v
Working file: libfilter.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libhash.h,v
Working file: libhash.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libidc.h,v
Working file: libidc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libidcdfn.h,v
Working file: libidcdfn.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libiv.h,v
Working file: libiv.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/liblist.h,v
Working file: liblist.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libiv.h,v
Working file: libiv.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/liblist.h,v
Working file: liblist.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/liblogger.h,v
Working file: liblogger.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libmatrix.h,v
Working file: libmatrix.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libmem.h,v
Working file: libmem.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libmem_dfn.h,v
Working file: libmem_dfn.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libparser.h,v
Working file: libparser.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/librva.h,v
Working file: librva.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libsv.h,v
Working file: libsv.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libtmr.h,v
Working file: libtmr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/libtty.h,v
Working file: libtty.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/map.h,v
Working file: map.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/matrixdev.h,v
Working file: matrixdev.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/network.h,v
Working file: network.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/objects.h,v
Working file: objects.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
ADST/WDL/TR-92-003030

December 22, 1992

-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/p2p.h,v
Working file: p2p.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/pktq.h,v
Working file: pktq.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/pviscall.h,v
Working file: pviscall.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/rtc.h,v
Working file: rtc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/ser.h,v
Working file: ser.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/libinc/RCS/serdev.h,v
Working file: serdev.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:46:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

--------------------
RCS file: ./common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_size.h,v
   Working file: pro_size.h
   head: 1.1
   description:
   Initial XROD Turnover
   ----------------------
   revision 1.1
   date: 1992/12/18 23:47:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp
   Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_stlth.h,v
   Working file: pro_stlth.h
   head: 1.1
   description:
   Initial XROD Turnover
   ----------------------
   revision 1.1
   date: 1992/12/18 23:47:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp
   Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_terra.h,v
   Working file: pro_terra.h
   head: 1.1
   description:
   Initial XROD Turnover
   ----------------------
   revision 1.1
   date: 1992/12/18 23:47:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp
   Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_timers.h,v
   Working file: pro_timers.h
   head: 1.1
   description:
   Initial XROD Turnover
   ----------------------
   revision 1.1
   date: 1992/12/18 23:47:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp
   Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/protocol/RCS/rep_leo2.h,v
   Working file: rep_leo2.h
   head: 1.1
   description:
   Initial XROD Turnover
   ----------------------
   revision 1.1
   date: 1992/12/18 23:47:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp
   Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/protocol/RCS/repair_ml.h,v
   Working file: repair_ml.h
   head: 1.1
   description:
   Initial XROD Turnover
   ----------------------
   revision 1.1
   date: 1992/12/18 23:47:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp
   Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/include/protocol/RCS/repair_m2.h,v
   Working file: repair_m2.h
   head: 1.1
   description:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RCS File</th>
<th>Working File</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Revision</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>./common/libassoc/RCS/freelist.cv</td>
<td>freelist.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:41:44</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libassoc/RCS/mask.cv</td>
<td>mask.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:41:44</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libassoc/RCS/open.cv</td>
<td>open.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:41:44</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libassoc/RCS/origin.cv</td>
<td>origin.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:41:44</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libassoc/RCS/params.cv</td>
<td>params.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:41:44</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libassoc/RCS/procdgram.cv</td>
<td>proc_dgram.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:41:44</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libassoc/RCS/procreq.cv</td>
<td>proc_req.c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libfilter/RCS/init.c,v
Working file: init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libfilter/RCS/libfilter.h,v
Working file: libfilter.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libfilter/RCS/location.c,v
Working file: location.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libfilter/RCS/verify.c,v
Working file: verify.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libhash/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libhash/RCS/hash_add.c,v
Working file: hash_add.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libhash/RCS/hash_create.c,v
Working file: hash_create.c
head: 1.1
description:
Working file: i_readhead.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/i_reset.c,v
Working file: i_reset.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/i_simul.c,v
Working file: i_simul.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/i_strsave.c,v
Working file: i_strsave.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/idc.h,v
Working file: idc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/idc_loc.h,v
Working file: idc_loc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:42:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/init.c,v
Working file: init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
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---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_avail.c,v
Working file: lg_avail.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_command.c,v
Working file: lg_command.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_connect.c,v
Working file: lg_connect.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_error.c,v
Working file: lg_error.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_info.c,v
Working file: lg_info.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RCS file</th>
<th>Working file</th>
<th>head</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>revision</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>author</th>
<th>state</th>
<th>Initial Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/elr_to_mat.c,v</td>
<td>elr_to_mat.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:43:34;</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/elr_transp.c,v</td>
<td>elr_transp.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:43:34;</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/f2d_m_copy.c,v</td>
<td>f2d_m_copy.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:43:34;</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/f2d_v_copy.c,v</td>
<td>f2d_v_copy.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:43:34;</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_check.c,v</td>
<td>fm_check.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:43:34;</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_copy.c,v</td>
<td>fm_copy.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:43:34;</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_id_init.c,v</td>
<td>fm_id_init.c</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Initial XROD Turnover</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1992/12/18 23:43:34;</td>
<td>cm-adst</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmn_mul.c,v
Working file: fm_m_mul.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_r_init.c,v
Working file: fm_r_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmat_dump.c,v
Working file: fmat_dump.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmat_r_init2.c,v
Working file: fmat_r_init2.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmat_sub.c,v
Working file: fmat_sub.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmat_transp.c,v
Working file: fmat_transp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fv_check.c,v
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_inv.c,v
Working file: mat_inv.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_lev_init.c,v
Working file: mat_lev_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_rinit.c,v
Working file: mat_rinit.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_scale.c,v
Working file: mat_scale.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_sub.c,v
Working file: mat_sub.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/matrinit.c,v
Working file: matinit.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_to_elr.c,v
Working file: mat-to-elr.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:43:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_addr.c,v
Working file: net_addr.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_clos.c,v
Working file: net_clos.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_ctl.c,v
Working file: net_ctl.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_data.c,v
Working file: net_data.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_flus.c,v
Working file: net_flus.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_info.c,v
Working file: net_info.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_load.c,v
Working file: net_load.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
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RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_base.c,v
Working file: par_base.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_const.c,v
Working file: par_const.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_copy.c,v
Working file: par_copy.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_edit.c,v
Working file: par_edit.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_fields.c,v
Working file: par_fields.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_hist.c,v
Working file: par_hist.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_lib.c,v
Working file: par_lib.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_unix.c,v
Working file: par_unix.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_util.c,v
Working file: par_util.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:26; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/pv_checkvis.c,v
Working file: pv_checkvis.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:26; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/pve.h,v
Working file: pve.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:26; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/pvis_call.h,v
Working file: pvis_call.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:26; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./common/libshm/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./common/libshm/RCS/attach.c,v
Working file: attach.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./common/libshm/RCS/detach.c,v
Working file: detach.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./common/libshm/RCS/remove.c,v
Working file: remove.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./common/libshm/RCS/shmcontrol.h,v
Working file: shmcontrol.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./common/libsv/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./common/libsv/RCS/ast.c,v
Working file: ast.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/bitcount.c,v
Working file: bitcount.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/close.c,v
Working file: close.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/duration.c,v
Working file: duration.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/ifx.c,v
Working file: ifx.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/install.c,v
Working file: install.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/libsv.h,v
Working file: libsv.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/local.h,v
Working file: local.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/open.c,v
Working file: open.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/rate.c,v
Working file: rate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/recv.c,v
Working file: recv.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/remove.c,v
Working file: remove.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/restart.c,v
Working file: restart.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:44:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libsv/RCS/send.c,v
Working file: send.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--
revision 1.1
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libtmr/RCS/libtmr.h,v
Working file: libtmr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:45:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libtmr/RCS/tmr.c,v
Working file: tmr.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:45:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:45:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/breakset.c,v
Working file: breakset.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:45:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/get.c,v
Working file: get.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:45:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/geyer.c,v
Working file: geyer.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/18 23:45:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/init.c,v
Working file: init.c
head: 1.1
RCS file: ./common/src/bbd/include/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/bbd/include/RCS/bbdev.h,v
Working file: bbdev.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/bbd/include/RCS/bbdioctl.h,v
Working file: bbdioctl.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/bbd/include/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/cmc/include/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/cmc/include/RCS/enparg.h,v
Working file: enparg.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/cmc/include/RCS/enpioctl.h,v
Working file: enpioctl.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/cmc/include/RCS/enpsvr.h,v
Working file: enpsvr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/cmc/include/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:38:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/drll/include/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:39:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/drll/include/RCS/dr.h,v
Working file: dr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:39:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/drll/include/RCS/drdev.h,v
Working file: drdev.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:39:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/drll/include/RCS/drioctl.h,v
Working file: drioctl.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:39:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---
RCS file: ./common/src/drl1/include/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:39:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ex/extst/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:43:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ex/extst/RCS/extst.c,v
Working file: extst.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:43:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ex/extst2/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:45:14; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ex/extst2/RCS/ex.def,v
Working file: ex.def
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:45:14; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ex/extst2/RCS/extst2.c,v
Working file: extst2.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
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revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:48:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/ivsvr/RCS/network.c,v
Working file: network.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:48:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/ivsvr/RCS/tables.c,v
Working file: tables.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:48:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/ivsvr/RCS/timeb.h,v
Working file: timeb.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:48:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/ivsvr/RCS/timers.c,v
Working file: timers.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:48:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/ivsvr/RCS/util.c,v
Working file: util.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:48:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/net/include/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:49:52; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/net/include/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:49:52; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/net/include/RCS/pro_diag.h,v
Working file: pro_diag.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:49:52; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/net/include/RCS/pro_hdr.h,v
Working file: pro_hdr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:49:52; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/net/include/RCS/pro_xfer.h,v
Working file: pro_xfer.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:49:52; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/net/netcon/RCS/Makfile,v
Working file: Makfile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:15; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/net/netcon/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:15; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./common/src/net/netcon/RCS/netcon.c,v
Working file: netcon.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
RCS file: ./common/src/net/dump/RCS/Makfile,v
Working file: Makfile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/net/dump/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/net/dump/RCS/netdump.c,v
Working file: netdump.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/net/etx/RCS/Makfile,v
Working file: Makfile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/net/etx/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/net/etx/RCS/etx.c,v
Working file: etx.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/net/tfx/RCS/Makfile,v
Working file: Makfile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:50:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---------------------------------------------
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:51:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/net/tfx/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:51:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/net/tfx/RCS/tfx.c,v
Working file: tfx.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:51:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ser/include/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:51:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ser/include/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:51:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ser/include/RCS/ser.h,v
Working file: ser.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:51:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./common/src/ser/include/RCS/serdev.h,v
Working file: serdev.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:51:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:59:35; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libapp/RCS/libapp.h,v
Working file: libapp.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
===============================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libapp/RCS/read.c,v
Working file: read.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
===============================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libapp/RCS/test.c,v
Working file: test.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
===============================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
===============================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/defasm.h,v
Working file: defasm.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
===============================================================================

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krhwsbco.c,v
Working file: krhwsbco.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krhwsbop.c,v
Working file: krhwsbop.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krhwscli.c,v
Working file: krhwscli.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krhwsclr.c,v
Working file: krhwsclr.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krhwscls.c,v
Working file: krhwscls.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krhwsdir.c,v
Working file: krhwsdir.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krhwsfcl.c,v

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krhwsfcl.c,v
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Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krmdsori.c,v
Working file: krmdsori.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krmdspt.c,v
Working file: krmdspt.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krmdstra.c,v
Working file: krmdstra.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/krmdszde.c,v
Working file: krmdszde.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/libmatrox.h,v
Working file: libmatrox.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lsbmarmk.c,v
Working file: lsbmarmk.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lscbm.c,v
Working file: lscbm.c
head: 1.1
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Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lscpbmsm.c,v
Working file: iscpbmsm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lsdapat.c,v
Working file: lsdapat.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lsdclpl.c,v
Working file: isdclpl.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lsdfont.c,v
Working file: lsdfont.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lsdcgc.c,v
Working file: lsdgc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lsegaen.c,v
Working file: lsegaen.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
----------------------
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---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lsinqmem.c,v
Working file: lsinqmem.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lsinqsys.c,v
Working file: lsinqsys.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lslutbli.c,v
Working file: lslutbli.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lslutmd.c,v
Working file: lslutmd.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lslutpm.c,v
Working file: lslutpm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/lslutrd.c,v
Working file: lslutrd.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/sctxslm.c,v
Working file: sctxslm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/sctxssf.c,v
Working file: sctxssf.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/sctxssow.c,v
Working file: sctxssow.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/sctxssw.c,v
Working file: sctxssw.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/sctxstri.c,v
Working file: sctxstri.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/sctxsuw.c,v
Working file: sctxsuw.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2araply.c,v
Working file: v2araply.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2ararpl.c,v
Working file: v2ararpl.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2arbfil.c,v
Working file: v2arbfil.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2arelli.c,v
Working file: v2arelli.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2arepie.c,v
Working file: v2arepie.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2areseg.c,v
Working file: v2areseg.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2gpunmp.c,v
Working file: v2gpunmp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olearc.c,v
Working file: v2olearc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olelli.c,v
Working file: v2olelli.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olepie.c,v
Working file: v2olepie.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2oleseg.c,v
Working file: v2oleseg.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olhpea.c,v
Working file: v2olhpea.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2ollnto.c,v
Working file: v2ollnto.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olmvto.c,v
Working file: v2olmvto.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olplin.c,v
Working file: v2olplin.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olplyg.c,v
Working file: v2olplyg.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olpt.c,v
Working file: v2olpt.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v2olrect.c,v
Working file: v2olrect.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
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RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v3sfplsi.c,v
Working file: v3sfplsi.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v3sfplsn.c,v
Working file: v3sfplsn.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v3sfpols.c,v
Working file: v3sfpols.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v3sfssha.c,v
Working file: v3sfssha.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v3sfswir.c,v
Working file: v3sfswir.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v3vwid.c,v
Working file: v3vwid.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:01:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libmatrox/RCS/v3vwrotx.c,v
Working file: v3vwrotx.c
head: 1.1
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:00:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/liblrf/RCS/init.c,v
Working file: init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:00:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/liblrf/RCS/liblrf.h,v
Working file: liblrf.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:00:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/liblrf/RCS/lrflocal.h,v
Working file: lrflocal.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:00:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/liblrf/RCS/pending.c,v
Working file: pending.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:00:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/liblrf/RCS/post.c,v
Working file: post.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:00:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/liblrf/RCS/process.c,v
Working file: process.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:00:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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Revision 1.1

Date: 1992/12/22 17:03:49; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtrack/RCS/track.c,v

Working file: track.c

Head: 1.1

Description:

Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1

Date: 1992/12/22 17:03:49; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtrack/RCS/tracklocal.h,v

Working file: tracklocal.h

Head: 1.1

Description:

Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1

Date: 1992/12/22 17:03:49; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libnet_simul/RCS/Makefile,v

Working file: Makefile

Head: 1.1

Description:

Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1

Date: 1992/12/22 17:02:51; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libnet_simul/RCS/net_simul.c,v

Working file: net_simul.c

Head: 1.1

Description:

Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1

Date: 1992/12/22 17:02:51; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libimage/RCS/Makefile,v

Working file: Makefile

Head: 1.1

Description:

Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1

Date: 1992/12/22 16:59:51; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libimage/RCS/libimage.c,v

Working file: libimage.c

Head: 1.1

Description:

Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1

Date: 1992/12/22 16:59:51; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libimage/RCS/libimage.c,v

Working file: libimage.c

Head: 1.1

Description:

Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1

Date: 1992/12/22 16:59:51; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;

Initial Version
RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libimage/RCS/libimage.h,v
Working file: libimage.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:59:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpfile/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:02:59; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpfile/RCS/b_level_type.c,v
Working file: b_level_type.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:02:59; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpfile/RCS/edge_type.c,v
Working file: edge_type.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:02:59; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpfile/RCS/g_edge_type.c,v
Working file: g_edge_type.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:02:59; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpfile/RCS/get.c,v
Working file: get.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:02:59; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpfile/RCS/get_b_level.c,v
Working file: get_b_level.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
Working file: status_type.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:02:59; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpots/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpots/RCS/foo.c,v
Working file: foo.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpots/RCS/libpots.h,v
Working file: libpots.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpots/RCS/p_clamp.c,v
Working file: p_clamp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpots/RCS/p_lcr.c,v
Working file: p_lcr.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libpots/RCS/plrboth.c,v
Working file: plrboth.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
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head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libquat/RCS/form_N.c,v
Working file: form_N.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libquat/RCS/form_e.c,v
Working file: form_e.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libquat/RCS/form_g.c,v
Working file: form_g.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libquat/RCS/form_r.c,v
Working file: form_r.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libquat/RCS/form_s.c,v
Working file: form_s.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libquat/RCS/make_e.c,v
Working file: make_e.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libsound/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libsound/RCS/libsound.c,v
Working file: libsound.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/calcelev.c,v
Working file: calc_elev.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/getsize.c,v
Working file: getsize.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/getsoil.c,v
Working file: get_soil.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/it_inited.c,v
Working file: 1t_inited.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/obstacles.c,v
Working file: obstacles.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/preproc.c,v
Working file: preproc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/terr_init.c,v
Working file: terr_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/terrain_loc.h,v
Working file: terrainloc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libterrain/RCS/verb_mode.c,v
Working file: verbmode.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtimers/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtimers/RCS/t_cur_tick.c,v
Working file: t_cur_tick.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtimers/RCS/t_cur_time.c,v
Working file: t_cur_time.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtimers/RCS/t_data.c,v
Working file: t_data.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtimers/RCS/t_del_proc.c,v
Working file: t_del_proc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtimers/RCS/t_free.c,v
Working file: t_free.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtimers/RCS/t_get_timer.c,v
Working file: t_get_timer.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libtimers/RCS/t_in_use.c,v
Working file: t_in_use.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libutil/RCS/t_mat_dump.c,v
Working file: t_mat_dump.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libutil/RCS/t_vec_dump.c,v
Working file: t_vec_dump.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/libsrc/libutil/RCS/timed_printf.c,v
Working file: timed_printf.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:03:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/activate.c,v
Working file: activate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/alert_status.c,v
Working file: alert_status.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/canrcv.c,v
Working file: canrcv.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/cannot_rcv.c,v
Working file: cannot_rcv.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/collision.c,v
Working file: collision.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/deactivate.c,v
Working file: deactivate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/fire.c,v
Working file: fire.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/fire_probe.c,v
Working file: fire_probe.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/idiot_check.c,v
Working file: idiot_check.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/network_test.c,v
Working file: network_test.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/not_open_net.c,v
Working file: not_open_net.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/o_ind_fire.c,v
Working file: o_ind_fire.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/open_net.c,v
Working file: open_net.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/print_stats.c,v
Working file: print_stats.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libRcvNet/RCS/print_vimp.c,v
Working file: print_vimp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/prox_impact.c,v
Working file: prox_impact.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/reloadReq.c,v
Working file: reloadReq.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/repaired.c,v
Working file: repaired.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/resupp_cancl.c,v
Working file: resupp_cancl.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/resupp_offer.c,v
Working file: resupp_offer.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/resupp_recvd.c,v
Working file: resupp_recvd.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

194
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/send dg_pkt.c,v
Working file: send dg_pkt.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/send_loc.c,v
Working file: send_loc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/send_loc.h,v
Working file: send_loc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/send_pkt.c,v
Working file: send_pkt.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/send_rsp.c,v
Working file: send_rsp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/send_trans.c,v
Working file: send_trans.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/service_req.c,v
Working file: service_req.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/stat_change.c,v
Working file: stat_change.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/statrsp.c,v
Working file: statrsp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/targetDiseng.c,v
Working file: targetDiseng.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/targetengag.c,v
Working file: targetengag.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/thresh.c,v
Working file: thresh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/tow_status.c,v
Working file: tow_status.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:17:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libSendNet/RCS/use_activ.c,v
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/lsb/src/libball/RCS/ball_load.c,v
Working file: ball_load.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/lsb/src/libball/RCS/ball_orient.c,v
Working file: ball_orient.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/lsb/src/libbigwh/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/lsb/src/libbigwh/RCS/bigwh_init.c,v
Working file: b:wh_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/lsb/src/libbigwh/RCS/bigwh_loc.h,v
Working file: bigwh_loc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/lsb/src/libbigwh/RCS/calc_u_norm.c,v
Working file: calc_u_norm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/RCS/chk_coll.c,v
Working file: chk_coll.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/RCS/coll_init.c,v
Working file: coll_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/RCS/coll_vehicle.c,v
Working file: coll_vehicle.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/RCS/collision.c,v
Working file: collision.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/RCS/init_suppt.c,v
Working file: init_suppt.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/RCS/set_suppt.c,v
Working file: set_suppt.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/RCS/sqr_range.c,v
Working file: sqr_range.c
head: 1.1
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libcig/RCS/cig_r_start.c,v
Working file: cig_r_start.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libcig/RCS/cig_recv_buf.c,v
Working file: cig_recvbuf.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libcig/RCS/cig_send_buf.c,v
Working file: cig_send_buf.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libcig/RCS/cig_set_conf.c,v
Working file: cig_set_conf.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libcig/RCS/cig_stop.c,v
Working file: cig_stop.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libcig/RCS/cig-sync.c,v
Working file: cig_sync.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libcig/RCS/use_db_named.c,v
Working file: use_db_named.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libdyn/RCS/Makelfile,v
Working file: Makelfile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libdyn/RCS/calc_inert.c,v
Working file: calc_inert.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libdyn/RCS/calc_u.c,v
Working file: calc_u.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libdyn/RCS/calc_udot.c,v
Working file: calc_udot.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libdyn/RCS/filter.c,v
Working file: filter.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libdyn/RCS/init.c,v
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp; Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/c_init.c,v
Working file: c_init.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp; Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/cfail_loc.c,v
Working file: cfail_loc.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp; Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/cfail_loc.h,v
Working file: cfail_loc.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp; Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/f_break_sys.c,v
Working file: f_break_sys.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp; Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/f_cat_kill.c,v
Working file: f_cat_kill.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp; Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/f_dthstat.c,v
Working file: f_dthstat.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp; Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/f_flags.c,v
Working file: f_flags.c
Initial Version
----------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/fail_loc.c,v
Working file: fail_loc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/fail_loc.h,v
Working file: fail_loc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/oc_dir_fire.c,v
Working file: oc_dir_fire.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/rand.c,v
Working file: rand.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/repair.c,v
Working file: repair.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/s_curr_cond.c,v
Working file: s_curr_cond.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/RCS/s_event.c,v
Working file: s_event.c
head: 1.1
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:18; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/RCS/hull_info.c,v
Working file: hull_info.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/RCS/kin_init.c,v
Working file: kin_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/RCS/kin_loc.c,v
Working file: kin_loc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/RCS/kin_loc.h,v
Working file: kin_loc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/RCS/kin_simul.c,v
Working file: kin_simul.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/RCS/move_veh.c,v
Working file: move_veh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*****************************************************************************

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_hellfr.h,v
Working file: miss_hellfr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
*****************************************************************************

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*****************************************************************************

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_kem.c,v
Working file: miss_kem.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
*****************************************************************************

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*****************************************************************************

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_kem.h,v
Working file: misskem.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
*****************************************************************************

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*****************************************************************************

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_maverck.c,v
Working file: miss_maverck.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
*****************************************************************************

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*****************************************************************************

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_maverck.h,v
Working file: miss_maverck.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
*****************************************************************************

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*****************************************************************************

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_nlos.c,v
Working file: miss_nlos.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
*****************************************************************************

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*****************************************************************************

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_nlos.h,v
Working file: miss_nlos.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_stinger.c,v
Working file: miss_stinger.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_stinger.h,v
Working file: miss_stinger.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_tow.c,v
Working file: miss_tow.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_tow.h,v
Working file: miss_tow.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_xrod.c,v
Working file: miss_xrod.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/RCS/miss_xrod.h,v
Working file: miss_xrod.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
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RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/app_msg_hdr.c,v
Working file: app_msg_hdr.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/app_mtra_ent.c,v
Working file: app_mtra_ent.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/app_mtra_tbl.c,v
Working file: app_mtra_tbl.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/app_stat_rm.c,v
Working file: app_stat_rm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/app_stat_veh.c,v
Working file: app_stat_veh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/app_traj_ent.c,v
Working file: app_traj_ent.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/app_traj_gt.c,v
Working file: app_traj_gt.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libmsg/RCS/app_traj_tbl.c,v
Working file: app_traj_tbl.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libmsg/RCS/app_vflags.c,v
Working file: app_vflags.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libmsg/RCS/append_other.c,v
Working file: append_other.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libmsg/RCS/ball_buffer.c,v
Working file: ball_buffer.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libmsg/RCS/buf_reset.c,v
Working file: buf_reset.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libmsg/RCS/buf_setup.c,v
Working file: buf_setup.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------
---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/config_msg.c,v
Working file: config_msg.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/config_read.c,v
Working file: config_read.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/dealloc_abuf.c,v
Working file: dealloc_abuf.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/dealloc_pbuf.c,v
Working file: dealloc_pbuf.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/del_veh.c,v
Working file: del_veh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/flushbuf.c,v
Working file: flushbuf.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---
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RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/get_asid.c,v
Working file: get_asid.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/get_back.c,v
Working file: get_back.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/get_cig_mask.c,v
Working file: get_cig_mask.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/get_debug.c,v
Working file: get_debug.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/get_front.c,v
Working file: get_front.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/get_init_buf.c,v
Working file: get_init_buf.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/get_n_mapped.c,v
Working file: get_n_mapped.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
ADST/WDL/TR-92-0030

Date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pr_ct_ism.c,v
Working file: pr_ct_ism.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pr_end.c,v
Working file: pr_end.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pr EO.c,v
Working file: pr EO.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pr_file_desc.c,v
Working file: pr_file_desc.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pr_file_stat.c,v
Working file: pr_file_stat.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pr_file_xfer.c,v
Working file: pr_file_xfer.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pr_hit.c,v
Working file: pr_hit.c
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revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_ppm_pst.c,v
Working file: pre_ppm_pst.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_proc_rnd.c,v
Working file: pre_proc_rnd.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_req_lsr.c,v
Working file: pre_req_lsr.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_rnd_fir.c,v
Working file: pre_rnd_fir.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_rot2x1.c,v
Working file: pre_rot2x1.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_rtn_lt.c,v
Working file: pre_rtn_lt.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_rts4x3.c,v
Working file: pre_rts4x3.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_scale.c,v
Working file: pre_scale.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_show_eff.c,v
Working file: pre_show_eff.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_stat_msg.c,v
Working file: pre_stat_msg.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_stat_rm.c,v
Working file: pre_stat_rm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_stat_veh.c,v
Working file: pre_stat_veh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_submode.c,v
Working file: pre_submode.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_vmag.c,v
Working file: pre_vmag.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_vmode.c,v
Working file: pre_vmode.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_vport.c,v
Working file: pre_vport.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/pre_vupdate.c,v
Working file: pre_vupdate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/printbuffer.c,v
Working file: printbuffer.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libmsg/RCS/proc_chord.c,v
Working file: proc_chord.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:20:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
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Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libnewkin/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libnewkin/RCS/chk_update.c,v
Working file: chk_update.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libnewkin/RCS/hull_info.c,v
Working file: hull_info.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libnewkin/RCS/kin_init.c,v
Working file: kin_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libnewkin/RCS/kin_loc.h,v
Working file: kin_loc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libnewkin/RCS/kin_simul.c,v
Working file: kin_simul.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libproc/RCS/proc_end.c,v
Working file: proc_end.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libproc/RCS/proc_f_stat.c,v
Working file: proc_f_stat.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libproc/RCS/proc_f_xfer.c,v
Working file: proc_f_xfer.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libproc/RCS/proc_fdscr.c,v
Working file: proc_fdscr.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libproc/RCS/proc_hit.c,v
Working file: proc_hit.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libproc/RCS/proc_l_terr.c,v
Working file: proc_l_terr.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libproc/RCS/proc_laser.c,v
Working file: proc_laser.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
--------------------------------
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libad/RCS/weapons_config.c,v
Working file: weapons_config.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:43; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libspaceball/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libspaceball/RCS/libmem.c,v
Working file: libmem.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libspaceball/RCS/sbcustom.c,v
Working file: sbcustom.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libspaceball/RCS/sbcustom.h,v
Working file: sbcustom.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libspaceball/RCS/splibry.c,v
Working file: sbplibry.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libspaceball/RCS/splibry.h,v
Working file: sbplibry.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libspaceball/RCS/sbtest.c,v
Working file: sbtest.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libspaceball/RCS/sbtute.c,v
Working file: sbtute.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:50; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp/RCS/gun.fired.c,v
Working file: gun.fired.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp/RCS/libsusp.h,v
Working file: libsusp.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp/RCS/susp.accel.c,v
Working file: susp.accel.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

Revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:59; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libturret/RCS/turret.c,v
Working file: turret.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:59; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libupdate/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:22:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libupdate/RCS/libupdate.c,v
Working file: libupdate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:22:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:22:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/RCS/force.c,v
Working file: force.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:22:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/RCS/is_air_veh.c,v
Working file: is_air_veh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:22:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/RCS/is_targ_veh.c,v
Working file: is_targ_veh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
 date: 1992/12/22 17:22:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/RCS/is_us_veh.c,v
Working file: is_us_veh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
 date: 1992/12/22 17:22:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/RCS/libveh.h,v
Working file: libveh.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
 date: 1992/12/22 17:22:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libhet/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
 date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libhet/RCS/het_bl.c,v
Working file: het_bl.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
 date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libhet/RCS/hetbloom.c,v
Working file: hetbloom.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
 date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libhet/RCS/het_bo.c,v
Working file: het_bo.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
 revision 1.1
 date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================
Working file: het_inter.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libs/elibhet/RCS/het_kin.c,v
Working file: het_kin.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libs/elibhet/RCS/het_ldam.c,v
Working file: het_ldam.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libs/elibhet/RCS/het_loc.h,v
Working file: het_loc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libs/elibhet/RCS/het_md.c,v
Working file: het_md.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libs/elibhet/RCS/het_rddmg.c,v
Working file: het_rddmg.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:19:03; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libs/elibhet/RCS/het_sb.c,v
Working file: het_sb.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:52; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libgeoball/RCS/D6_libry.c,v
Working file: D6_libry.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:52; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libgeoball/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:18:52; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libobjects/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libobjects/RCS/libobjects.h,v
Working file: libobjects.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libobjects/RCS/obj_adjust.c,v
Working file: obj_adjust.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/libsrc/libobjects/RCS/obj_info.c,v
Working file: obj_info.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

-------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:21:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:11:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_ammo.c,v
Working file: di_ammo.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:11:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_atgm.c,v
Working file: di_atgm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:11:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_attach.c,v
Working file: di_attach.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:11:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_cig.c,v
Working file: di_cig.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:11:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_cntrls.c,v
Working file: di_cntrls.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:11:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_collision.c,v
Working file: di_collision.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:11:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:11:04; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_pots.c,v
Working file: di_pots.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_proc_hit.c,v
Working file: di_proc_hit.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_resupp.c,v
Working file: di_resupp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_rotate.c,v
Working file: di_rotate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_rva.c,v
Working file: di_rva.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_simul.c,v
Working file: di_simul.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/di/src/RCS/di_sound.c,v
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/io_simul.c,v
Working file: io_simul.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_2d.c,v
Working file: kato_2d.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_ammo.c,v
Working file: kato_ammo.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_attach.c,v
Working file: kato_attach.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_cig.c,v
Working file: kato_cig.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_cig_2d.c,v
Working file: kato_cig_2d.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/katocmcflt.c,v
Working file: katocmcflt.c
head: 1.1
Initial XROD Turnover

```
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
```

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_network.c,v
Working file: kato_network.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover

```
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
```

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_nlos.c,v
Working file: kato_nlos.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover

```
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
```

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_p_buf.c,v
Working file: kato_p_buf.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover

```
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
```

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_periph.c,v
Working file: kato_periph.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover

```
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
```

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_pots.c,v
Working file: kato_pots.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover

```
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
```

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_resupp.c,v
Working file: kato_resupp.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover

```
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
```
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_rotate.c,v
Working file: kato_rotate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_sb.c,v
Working file: kato_sb.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_simul.c,v
Working file: kato_simul.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_sound.c,v
Working file: kato_sound.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_state.c,v
Working file: kato_state.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_stubs.c,v
Working file: kato_stubs.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/src/RCS/kato_audio.c,v
Working file: kato_audio.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================
Working file: kato_mem.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/kato_mem_dfn.h,v
Working file: kato_mem_dfn.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/kato_meter.h,v
Working file: kato_meter.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/kato_mtr_df.h,v
Working file: kato_mtr_df.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/kato_network.h,v
Working file: kato_network.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/kato_nlos.h,v
Working file: kato_nlos.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/kato_periph.h,v
Working file: kato_periph.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/kato_view.h,v
Working file: kato_view.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/kato_vision.h,v
Working file: kato_vision.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/okato_mtr_df.h,v
Working file: okato_mtr_df.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/include/RCS/old_cntrllr.h,v
Working file: old_cntrllr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:15:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/data/RCS/katonet.d,v
Working file: katonet.d
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:13:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/data/RCS/katoser.def,v
Working file: katoser.def
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:13:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/kato/data/RCS/katoser0.def,v
Working file: katoser0.def
head: 1.1
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_ammo.c,v
Working file: ml_ammo.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_ammo.c.xrod,v
Working file: ml_ammo.c.xrod
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:43:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/mlbcs.c,v
Working file: ml_bcs.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/mlbcs.c.xrod,v
Working file: ml_bcs.c.xrod
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:43:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_cig.c,v
Working file: ml_cig.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_collision.c,v
Working file: ml_collision.c
head: 1.1
description:
Working file: ml_resupp.c.xrod
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:43:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_sound.c,v
Working file: ml_sound.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_status.c,v
Working file: ml_status.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_thermal.c,v
Working file: ml_thermal.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_tracks.c,v
Working file: ml_tracks.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_turret.c,v
Working file: ml_turret.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:42:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/src/RCS/ml_vision.c,v
Working file: ml_vision.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
Initial XROD Turnover

---

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/hei25.m1,v
Working file: hei25.m1

---

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/hellfire.m1,v
Working file: hellfire.m1

---

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml07.m1,v
Working file: m107.m1

---

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml51.m1,v
Working file: m151.m1

---

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml55.m1,v
Working file: m155.m1

---

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml_dtad.p,v
Working file: ml_dtad.p
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml_pars.bh,v
Working file: ml_pars.bh
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml_pars.d,v
Working file: ml_pars.d
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml_pars.gr7,v
Working file: ml_pars.gr7
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml_pars.hl,v
Working file: ml_pars.hl
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml_pars.kx,v
Working file: ml_pars.kx
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/ml_pars.nt7,v
Working file: ml_pars.nt7
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/mlammopn.p,v
Working file: mlammopn.p
head: 1.1
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/mlthresh.d,v
Working file: mlthresh.d
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/mlturrpn.p,v
Working file: mlturrpn.p
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/mlvconfig.101,v
Working file: mlvconfig.101
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/mlvconfig.111,v
Working file: mlvconfig.111
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/mlvconfig.d,v
Working file: mlvconfig.d
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/m73.ml,v
Working file: m73.ml
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/m855.ml,v
Working file: m855.ml
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/maverick.ml,v
Working file: maverick.ml
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/mk82.ml,v
Working file: mk82.ml
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/rmlDrvPN.p,v
Working file: rmlDrvPN.p
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/rmlTrRPN.p,v
Working file: rmlTrRPN.p
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/stupid.txt,v
Working file: stupid.txt
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/data/RCS/textures.ml,v
Working file: textures.ml
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:36:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_fuel_df.h,v
Working file: ml_fuel_df.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_fuelsys.h,v
Working file: ml_fuelsys.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_gunn_mx.h,v
Working file: ml_gunn_mx.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_handles.h,v
Working file: ml_handles.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_hydrays.h,v
Working file: ml_hydrays.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_idc.h,v
Working file: ml_idc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_keybrd.h,v
Working file: ml_keybrd.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
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Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_laser.h,v
Working file: ml_laser.h
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_load_mx.h,v
Working file: ml_load_mx.h
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_main.h,v
Working file: ml_main.h
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_mem_dfn.h,v
Working file: ml_mem_dfn.h
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_meter.h,v
Working file: ml_meter.h
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_mtr_df.h,v
Working file: ml_mtr_df.h
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
Revision 1.1
Date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_pots.h,v
Working file: ml.pots.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml.pots.df.h,v
Working file: ml.pots.df.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml.rep.map.h,v
Working file: ml.rep.map.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml.repair.h,v
Working file: ml.repair.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml.resupp.h,v
Working file: ml.resupp.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml.sound.h,v
Working file: ml.sound.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_sound_dfn.h,v
Working file: ml_sound_dfn.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/ml_wpn_par.h.v
Working file: ml_wpn_par.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/include/RCS/oml_vision.h.v
Working file: oml_vision.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:40:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/bin/RCS/x_calib.v
Working file: x_calib
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:26:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/bin/RCS/xptest.v
Working file: xptest
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:26:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/bin/RCS/xrodbh.v
Working file: xrodbh
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:26:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/ml/bin/RCS/xrod_gr7.v
Working file: xrod_gr7
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:26:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/src/RCS/m2_fuelsys.c,v
Working file: m2_fuelsys.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:48:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/src/RCS/m2_gages.c,v
Working file: m2_gages.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:48:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/src/RCS/m2_handles.c,v
Working file: m2_handles.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:48:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/src/RCS/m2_idc.c,v
Working file: m2_idc.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:48:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/src/RCS/m2_isu.c,v
Working file: m2_isu.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:48:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/src/RCS/m2_keybrd.c,v
Working file: m2_keybrd.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:48:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/src/RCS/m2_launcher.c,v
Working file: m2_launcher.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial XROD Turnover

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:48:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/src/RCS/new_vision.c,v
Working file: new_vision.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:48:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/data/RCS/apds105.m2,v
Working file: apds105.m2
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:46:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/data/RCS/apds25.m2,v
Working file: apds25.m2
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:46:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/data/RCS/flech60.m2,v
Working file: flech60.m2
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:46:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/data/RCS/heat105.m2,v
Working file: heat105.m2
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:46:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/data/RCS/hei25.m2,v
Working file: hei25.m2
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_driv_pn.h,v
Working file: m2_driv_pn.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_dtrain.h,v
Working file: m2_dtrain.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_elecsys.h,v
Working file: m2_elecsys.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_engfail.h,v
Working file: m2_engfail.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_engine.h,v
Working file: m2_engine.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_f_regs.h,v
Working file: m2_f_regs.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-------------------------------
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---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_isu.h,v
Working file: m2_isu.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_keybrd.h,v
Working file: m2_keybrd.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_launcher.h,v
Working file: m2_launcher.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_main.h,v
Working file: m2_main.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_mem_dfn.h,v
Working file: m2_mem_dfn.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_meter.h,v
Working file: m2_meter.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_mtr_df.h,v
Working file: m2_mtr_df.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_odom.h,v
Working file: m2_odom.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_pots.h,v
Working file: m2_pots.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_pots_df.h,v
Working file: m2_pots_df.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_ptrain.h,v
Working file: m2_ptrain.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_ramp.h,v
Working file: m2_ramp.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:47:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/vehicle/m2/include/RCS/m2_rep_map.h,v
Working file: m2_rep_map.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
----------------------------------------
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/cmc_status.h,v
Working file: cmc_status.h
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/cm_timer.h,v
Working file: cm_timer.h
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/cmctime.h,v
Working file: cmctime.h
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/cpu.h,v
Working file: cpu.h
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/error.h,v
Working file: error.h
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
--------------------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/filter_regs.h,v
Working file: filter_regs.h
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/idc.h,v
Working file: idc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/if_ctas.h,v
Working file: if_ctas.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/if_initialization_only.h,v
Working file: if_initialization_only.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/if_phase.h,v
Working file: if_phase.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/if_phase_out.h,v
Working file: if_phase_out.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/if_rva2net.h,v
Working file: if_rva2net.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/if_targets.h,v
Working file: if_targets.h
head: 1.1
RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/libevent.h,v
Working file: libevent.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/libidc.h,v
Working file: libidc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/libidc_dfn.h,v
Working file: libidc_dfn.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/libimage.h,v
Working file: libimage.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/libimps.h,v
Working file: libimps.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/libiod.h,v
Working file: libiod.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/libiod_dfn.h,v
Working file: libiod_dfn.h
head: 1.1
description:
Working file: softp.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/status.h,v
Working file: status.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/table.h,v
Working file: table.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/timer.h,v
Working file: timer.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/timers.h,v
Working file: timers.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/timers_dfn.h,v
Working file: timers_dfn.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 16:55:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./simnet/include/RCS/tolerance.h,v
Working file: tolerance.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
revision 1.1
RCS file: ./simnet/data/RCS/simnet.veh,v
Working file: simnet.veh
head: 1.1
description:
Initial XROD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1992/12/22 17:51:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

-----------------------------------------------
Appendix B  GTOS4.7 OS Release Notes